Join us for the second annual Business Intelligence (BI) Showcase, featuring analytics and data governance capabilities that can help enhance and improve your work at GW! Check out interactive dashboards that streamline business processes and give insight into meaningful data. In addition, network with the Business Intelligence (BI) and Data Governance teams to learn how Tableau and Cognos can be used to build an analytic application to fit your needs. Finally, view demonstrations of current analytic capabilities and learn how you can take advantage of Business Intelligence services.

**DEMONSTRATIONS INCLUDE:**

- **Development and Alumni Relations Dashboard:** summary view of fundraising performance by fiscal year, allowing staff to quickly and easily compare transactional data by a number of different key metrics

- **Financial Director’s Dashboard:** provides key financial information and metrics such as course registration, tuition fees and revenue, compensation and financial aid data to allow users to manage their budgets more effectively

- **Principal Investigator’s Dashboard:** an award-winning dashboard that uses a secure, online tool used to access an award’s financial and personnel information at both summarized and detailed level; easily view all awards at once, extract data and run reports; critical award status alerts; analyze monthly run rate; labor effort reporting and more

- **Enrollment Dashboard:** provides access to student application trends and status by application terms; compares cumulative application counts over the same term as the previous year

Additional demonstrations include Institutional Research and Planning dashboards; Survey Research and Analysis dashboards; Systems, Analytics & Insights Group’s financial reports and dashboards; Human Resources Information System’s dashboards; Executive Awards Dashboard; General Ledger Financial Trends Analysis and more!

Information about the Data Governance Center will also be available. Learn more about the processes and practices that focus on disciplined data governance to make all BI information transparent and trusted.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT INSIGHT@GWU.EDU OR VISIT IT.GWU.EDU/BI-SHOWCASE**